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Background

“The Sesca Group is an international growth company that supplies automation 
and ICT systems to corporate customers in the energy, process and ICT 
industries.” 1 They have six business units, which can be divided into two clusters; 
industrial and ICT. Industrial cluster includes Sesca Energy Solutions, Sesca Drives 
and Sesca Industrial Solutions. On the other hand ICT cluster includes Sesca 
International Operations, Sesca Embedded Solutions and Sesca Mobile Software.
Recently they have been growing by acquiring companies in different countries. 
Their aim for acquiring companies is to have an international footprint in the ICT 
industry. 

Albeit Sesca’s fast growth, the newly acquired companies have not been able 
to come together and form a “sales strategy” which will utilize the different 
competencies of the group companies especially in the ICT side. Although they 
have complementary products and services, they have not been able to define 
a “whole product” that is to be proposed to the customers.

Purpose

The purpose of the thesis is to investigate how a sales organization structure 
utilizes different competences of a group’s companies, taking  the current  
situation of the company into consideration. The symptoms and the underlying 
causes to these symptoms will be investigated.

Research Questions :

 How does a sales organization structure utilize different competences of a 
group’s companies expressed in symptoms and causes ?

o What is the “whole product” of Sesca’s ICT cluster ?  How can these 
companies align their competences and form a “solution” instead 
of stand-alone products?

o What are the strategic roles of different subsidiaries of Sesca Group 
?

o What are the forces shaping change in global and local 
marketplaces in which Sesca Group operates ?

                                                

1 Sesca Annual Review 2007 pg 3



o How can Sesca develop and use three strategic capabilities: 
“global efficiency”, “national responsiveness” and “knowledge 
transfer” 2?

o What are the roles of key managers (global business managers, 
worldwide functional managers and local managers)  in the sales 
organization structure ?

o What are Sesca’s competitors doing about their sales organization 
structures ?

Methodology

For this master thesis, we will use primary data that will be acquired by interviews 
with the managers of each companies. Our secondary data collection will be 
based on the companies’ websites which provide additional information to 
complement the interviews. We will also use questionnaires for employees in 
order to involve them in the desirable outcomes of the thesis. 

As a scientific approach, instead of using deductive or inductive methods, we 
prefer to use abductive method in order to respond to the identified problem in 
the case study.

Duration

This thesis is to be carried out between 2009-January and 2009-June. (20 weeks 
period)

                                                

2 Bartlett, C.A., Ghoshal, S. (1989), Managing Across Borders. The Transnational Solution,
pg 302


